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Inuyasha naraku incarnations

Canna Name: Age of Canna (Meaning: Godless World): 1 (Appearance: 7)Gender: Female: Demon Weapon: Mirror Ability: Soul Seal, Attack Reflection, Cry (Observing the Events of the World) Biography: Kana is the first incarnation of Naraku, the first and most loyal. While she knew that Naraku's incarnation and other sasses were used as tools to
complete Naraku's goals, Kana did not question the command given and showed no signs of disloyalmity. Canna deprives her of any emotions, and no matter what she has, she never shows them. Because of the nature of the Nihliti incarnation, she does not give a scent, so it cannot be detected by anyone sensitive to the devil's aura or scent. Due to its
unusual strength and nature, Kana is considered naraku's most powerful demon. Spoiler: Until Naraku doesn't try to destroy Tessai, he orders Kana to commit suicide, shattering himself in a last-minute attempt to destroy Inuyasha and his friends. Before committing suicide, she shows some emotion as if she didn't want to die. At the last minute, when one of
the fragments of Kana's shattered body hits Gohome's eye, Kana shows the light that continued with Sycon no Tama, which could eventually lead to the destruction of Naraku. Thus, in her death she commits the only act of disobedience to Naraku.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------Kageura Name: Kagura (Meaning: Wind User): 1 (Appearance: 18-20)Gender: Demon Weapon: Fan, Feather Ability: Dance of the Wind, Feather Blade, Wind of Terror, Thirsty Fan, Dance of blades, Feather Flying Biography: Kagura is the sister of Naraku's second incarnation and Canna. Her personality and loyalty to Naraku is completely different
from Kana's. The main goal of her existence is to liberate herself from the influence of Naraku. To achieve this goal, they conspire against him in every way, including hindering the search for Sycone debris and hoping that at some point Inuyasha and his friends could destroy Naraku. She carries a Naraku-like spider 'tattoo' on her back. Spoiler: Later in the
series, Kagura met Gohaku, and after his memory returns, he becomes increasingly protective of him. She share all the information about Naraku with him, and Naraku sends the city of Haku to take Gohaku's Sycone Shard and save him from death to save him. Finally, she helps Kohaku escape and publicly ignores Naraku. In the manga series, After
Kagura helps Gohaku take off, Naraku recovers Kagura's heart and then causes him to die from his fatal wounds. When Seshomaru arrived, she seemed happy, even though she knew Sisi couldn't save her. When Inuyasha and her friends arrive, they watch Kagura's body fall into the wind, in which Inuyasha asks. If she suffered. He replies that she died with
a smile on her face. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The goshinki name: Goshinkie: 0,5 - 1Gender: MaleRace: Demon Weapon: Teeth, Claw Ability: Mind Reading, Extreme Strength and Agility. Biography: Goshinki is naraku's third separation. This very large horned horned
horn is very powerful and agile. His teeth were powerful enough to break Tetsusai, so it ended up being his end. His mind-reading ability gave him a useful advantage in any fight. Goshinki said, perhaps Naraku's strongest separation came in physical force. Spoiler: After Goshinki's defeat, Seshomaru contacted Kaijinbo to create a tokijin in this powerful
demonic fang. When Tokijin was in Kaijinbo's hands, he could not withstand the power of the demon of swords, and he mocked them.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Juromaruym: Mainly 20: 0,5 - 1Gender: MaleRace: DemonRace: DemonWeapons: /Ability: MainlyMaru is
Naraku's fourth jailbreak. He is fast enough to surpass the noses (counting debris) and will have the power to defeat them individually without greater problems with the help of his brother. He seems a little mindless to some extent. Spoiler: When Mainly Maroo first appeared, he was tied up inside a carriage and wearing a fixed mask to prevent his brother
Seromaru from showing him unwanted time. Later, when fighting Inuyasha, his shackles, as well as the mask, are released. In the second game, It appears that Goromaru claims to be the man who mainly dominates the maroo. Koga and Inuyasha initially seem impossible, but they can become allies to defeat him, and eventually defeat him.----------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Agaromaru Name: Kagueromaru: 0,5 - 1Gender: MaleRace: Demon Weapon: Sickle Weapon: Fargo, Speed electricity: Kagueromaru is the fifth separation between Naraku and Zurromar. He lives in his brother's stomach. In the animation, Kaguero-maru
seems to be the only one who can control the maroo, mainly because he killed naraku's puppet, who was spying on him immediately when the garsary was removed. Kagueromaru's digging ability, combined with extreme speed (twice as large as koi), gives it an overwhelming advantage over its enemies. Spoiler: When Kaguero Maru and Mainmaru fight
Inuyasha and Koya, The Kaguero Loo's movement speed is reduced due to Miasma, where Sango spills to the ground. In this way, Inuyasha and Kogag were defeated.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MusoAge: 0,5 - 1Gender: MaleRace: DemonWeapons: Mutant Body
Parts - Weapons: Face Theft Electric: Musso is Naraku's sixth separation and also the first known separation to possess its own mind. Musso was born a faceless man and had the ability to steal someone else's face. The heart he has is onigumo's, he has no recollection of what happened before he woke up, and he does not know that he is the separation of
Naraku. Musso stumbled upon a group of samurai and killed them all, discovered that their faces were not really attractive and continued towards the river where he met monks and stealed his face, because he found them handsome. Later, he meets another samurai, steals horses and armor, and then commits murder when he begins slaughtering the
villagers. Despite the pleasure he feels when he is killed, he still feels somewhat empty inside. I feel left behind by Onigumo's feelings about Kikyo. His name Muso is adopted from the priest he killed and filmed his face. Spoiler: Whe Muso meets Inuyasha's group, and the anti-demon asks about Naraku and his intentions. Musso replies that he has never
heard of Naraku. When Inuyasha asks for his vientia, he simply doesn't answer because he can't remember. He decides to name himself musso because he can't remember his name. Inuyasha attacks muso and cuts off his arms, but Naraku's group recreates it. When Inuyasha strikes again, Musso strikes back with a mutated arm. Soon, as soon as
Gohome arrives and Musso captures her sight, his memory returns to Kikyo. He managed to grab her but Inuyasha freed her using wind scars to kill Musso. However, his body begins to regenerate. Musso discovers the cave he remembers, a cave where Onigumo swore at the devil. His memory returns and he vows to kill Inuyasha - later he is re-absorbed
under the Naracu.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Acakgo name: Akago (meaning baby): 0,5 - 1Gender: MaleRace: DemonWeapons: / Ability: Mind Liding, Mind Control Biography: Akago is Naraku's seventh separation and one of all separations. Akago is a baby's
appearance that makes Naraku's heart immortal. Akago has the ability to control his mind by raising the man's evils. You can speak and think like an ordinary person, even though Hakudo city is only a toddler until it is separated from your body. Like Kagura and Hakudashi, Akago is not loyal to Naraku, but because he has a heart, Inuyasha is jealous of his
feelings toward Kikyo, He attempts to take control of her, but his plans are blocked by Inuyasha. Akago is given a pingheki stone hidden from the sight (each sense) of another person. His plan was to use The Gogome's ability to capture hearts and detect lost Sycone fragments, but he didn't. Spoiler: Akago was split in half by a powerful monk named
Shinshen when he was looking for a thin border between hell and the living world. The van is given back to the woman who tricked akago into believing it was his baby, and later kohaku is killed and Kana asks Akago to hide it. The other half turned into Hakudo City, which eventually turned into Moyomaru. Naraku's incarnation (⾝, Narakunobunshin) is a
piecemeal Yokai created by Naraku to help him in the battle against Innuyasha and his group and keep a better eye on the situation around him. Naraku had lifted his separation constantly to carry out bids. Only a few of the separated were truly fit for their purposes because they betrayed him the most or were quickly disposed of by those who followed him.
To control his incarnation, Naraku usually captured his heart in his body. By squeezing their hearts, he was able to cause them pain and completely kill them by destroying them. Only three people - Musa, Akago, and Hakudusi - were not controlled that way, and they actually expressed the human heart of Naraku (except Hakudusi) and had their (and his)
minds in them. In the comics, he also never shows manipulating Canna's mind. This may be because Naraku fully trusted her. But Canna may not have possessed her own mind as a personification of harmlessness. This is actually what Naraku says about her after her death. In contrast, in the animation, in Canna's final battle, he showed her holding her
heart, which has a crystal-like shape, then destroys, effectively using her and her mirror monster as a bomb to kill Inuyasha's group. Naraku was taught the ability to produce something separated from his body by KiJoo, who handed him a large piece of Syconno Tama stolen from Gohome. However, the process that is created is not clarified. In the manga,
there is a lump of Naraku's flesh in a large pot, where a mature incarnation will eventually come out. Naraku's incarnation does not appear to be any different from the previously absorbed demons. Instead, they can be miscellaneous parts of his demons and humans. In fact, Naraku's incarnations (e.g. Gosura, Goshinki, Musa, and Hakudusi) appear to have
the same spider scars as Naraku, as evidence of his badly bruised tie. Onigumo's feelings, including her love of finesse, appear to exist in naraku's incarnation, even if she never reveals her feelings except for hostility or exhaustion. This is because, as the finesse and automatic rupture of Naraku's attacks in chapter 174 of the comics, the finesse explains,
onigumo's emotions and incarnations that exist inside Naraku use the spells that came to help her whenever she tried to touch her. Some of his incarnations rebelled against his rule and plans and wanted to live free from his existence, but this seems impossible, and the moment Naraku is to die, they will automatically die with him. This is evidenced by the
fact that the living incarnation, Byakuya, loses the same arm after naraku's body was pierced by the purification of Gohgone in the last battle. In addition, after Inuyasha dispatches Byakuya to the Nethedworld with Maido Zangetuha, Byakuya calmly says she has no regrets because she will kill Naraku (already in the throat of death) at the last minute. Canna
Canna Khanna was an albino girl who rarely speaks. She was the embodiment of the devil of nothing, the void or anything; She also explained why she didn't have the devil's energy. Canna comes from an old word for a godless world. She was Naraku's first separation and was completely loyal to him when he knew they had just been used as tools in his
plans. Khanna herself, the representative of the void she dominates, had no feelings at all and did not question the orders Naraku had given her. In chapter 480, Naraku ordered her to commit suicide in a last-minute attempt to destroy Thesai family in Inuyasha (in the animation, he destroyed her heart). But at the last minute, Canna seemed to display signs of
emotion, as if she didn't really want to die. It was her death that she committed the only act of defiance against Naraku: fragments of Kana's shattered body flew into The Eye of Gohome, who used this opportunity to show The Light That Was Inside Sycon no Tama, the key to defeating Naraku. Kagura Kagura Kagura was a powerful wind wizard. She was
the first of Naraku's separations to appear in manga and anime, but in the order of birth, Kagura was actually the second separation. Naraku endlessly tried out the power of the enemy with bait, knew the betrayal, and watched her well. Her story was constantly followed as she plotted to destroy Naraku and often win back her heart with Seshomaru, which
she had attracted. Eventually, Kagura was killed by Naraku after publicly betraying him. Protect Gohaku. Goshinki Goshinki Naraku's third separation, Goshinki was a big horned o'ugger with the ability to read the mind. He was very agile, physically very powerful, and his teeth were so strong that he eventually broke Thesai. But in the end, he ended up with
his own undoing. As happened every time a knife was taken away in a life-taking situation, Inuyasha transformed from despair into a complete yokai, quickly destroying Goshinki. [1] After Sesho-maru's death, Seshomaru signed a contract with Kaijinbo to make tokijin from Goshinki's canines. [2] Mainly Maroo Main Aryo Maru was the fourth separater and
brother of The Gosero Maru, who lived in the stomach. Unlike other detachings, Emaru did not have any intelligence and simply acted as a wild beast beyond his brother's control. In fact, Naraku restrained him to control him. Both he and Kagueromaru liked to feast within the people they killed. Both he and his brother, Kagueromaru, were killed in battle by
Inuyasha Tesaya. Kagueromaru Kagueromaru Kagueromaru was a small, fast, intelligent detaching from Naraku, a great man worthy of the wolf demon Ko. Unlike most separations, he was born with his brother at the same time. He was not loyal to Naraku, even tried to kill him with beheadings, and pressed his heart with punishment before being trapped in
his brother's guts before being sealed in his brother's container. Like mostly emaru, he liked to entertain the inner circle of those he fought for. The appearance of kagueromaru is similar to parasites, which occupy the dwellings of others. He also proved such a similarity that he was able to hide mainly on Maru's stomach for stealthy attacks. Both he and his
brother, Mainmaru, were killed in battle by Wind Scar and Inuyasha. Naraku Yokai's unnamed incarnation is an unknown Yokai created by Naraku in chapter 174 in manga after finesse destroyed Naraku's right arm. Its body structure was similar to that of a shop. With all the incarnations Naraku created, this man had the shortest lifespan in just a few
minutes. It slipped from one of Naraku's flesh-containing pots and tried to wrap its tongue around the ankles of finesse. However, at the very moment it did, it collapsed into ashes. The finesse was armed with the soil of the Onigumo Caves, absorbing the bandits' desires. The demon decides to preview what will happen to Naraku himself if he attempts to
harm his finesse. Given that the brain and ribs were exposed, it was very likely that this incarnation was not fully completed. Musaso Muso was the reincarnation of Onigumo, the human kernel of Naraku. Naraku abandoned him to dispel feelings of finesse that naraku felt prevented him from defeating her. Muso was born faceless due to damage to Onigumo.
he attacked scores of dozens I thought it was right for me until I found a face. At first, he seemed to have no memory as a person, or as a human heart of naraku, the anti-evil man who cut him off as soon as he was born so as not to be overwhelmed by musa's human feelings. Musso recalled his memory of the match against Inuyasha, remembering his
fascination with Kikyu. [3] Musa was ultimately absorbed back by Naraku after a short time of independence. He showed wildly strong regeneration ability even after receiving a wind scar from Inuyasha. But if Musso's heart had been destroyed, naraku's downfall, as well as his mind, would have been guaranteed. He also showed the ability to form new limbs,
spikes, multiple legs and arms, claws and tails. Unlike Naraku (after the Hakurai Line), Musso was not able to play clothes, which led to the constant killing of others in new costumes. He called himself Musa because it was the name of the monk he killed for his face. Infant infants were children with the ability to force others into carrying out their bids by
manipulating corruption in their minds. He used his power to track the whereabouts of the Sycone no Tamas shard. During the journey, the infant was cut in half by the spiritual power of the priest. The left half (who remains a toddler) was taken by Canna, and the right (who became Hakudashi) took on Kagura. He was then placed inside the Moryo Maroo, a
Haku (vitality) doll, to make naraku strong enough to overthrow it. However, in chapter 446, Naraku was able to absorb the paint floor, which succeeded in absorbing infants. In chapter 448, Naraku disappeared with the infant, and appeared in chapter 452, absorbing him again. Hakudo City Hakudo City, Hakudo City, was the incarnation of a separate infant.
Taking the form of a young child, he was able to tame the horse's demonentey. He continued the toddler's quest to get the last Sycone No Tama shard. After Naraku was nearly destroyed on the brink of posthumous life, Hakudo City was accused of washing away finesse. Under Naraku's thumb, Hakudo City, tired as infants and Sukura, created a moryomaru
to protect its other half. They plotted to replace Naraku and take the Sycone gems on their own. Naraku, however, destroyed the barrier and left him without Samiyosho, which could have killed the city of Hakudo by miroku's windbed. The ninth and final incarnation of Naraku Biakuya, which first appeared in chapter 396, and the fourth episode of Baiakuya of
Dreams was created to replace Goura, with the purpose of tracking the paint emaru while maintaining the full scrutiny of Tesika in Inuyasha. Baiakuya used As his main weapon, he has the ability to weave illusions and distort other dimensions into different dimensions to avoid interference. Like Hakudo City, he had a relationship with Naraku, but on a higher
scale. If Naraku lost his arm, Biacuuya lost the same limb. He died when Inuyasha attacked Gohome and then used cutting meido, one of Tesaia's abilities. Unlike his other brothers, Byakuya accepted his death. A secret character of akazine sacred gems. Quiz It seems that Byakuya is the only incarnation that connects directly to Naraku's own life. The fact
that Naraku killed Kagura and Hakudo city suggests that he was extremely careful in creating the ninth incarnation instead of having him die. Inuyasha mentions that the incarnations all smell like Naraku. But after Mount Hakurey, he noted that naraku's scent was much more arrogant. Thus, he could see the difference between Naraku and Kagura, which had
the initial scent of Naraku. Reference Low quality page stub group community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Intellectual.
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